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## Today we'll be working more with multiple regression, including expanding our 

 # statistical model to include all the years of data we have 

 

 

## First, we'll practice model selection 

 

# Recreate your multiple regression model from Lab 4 in which you determined how 

# species richness was affected by nitrogen supply and disturbance, and their interaction 

  # Read in the data file you created in Lab 4 that contains species richness for all plots 

  # in all years of sampling  

  # Check that your disturbance variable is a factor 

  # Check that you have a continuous variable for the nitrogen treatment called Nsupply 

  # Check that you have a column for log-transformed species richness 

  # Subset the richness data frame to only include data from 2004  

  # Name your multiple regression object model1; you'll compare it to model2 below 

   

# Because not all the predictors are significant, we might want to simplify this model 

# to just consider main effects 

  # It's important to only remove one predictor at a time during model simplification, 

  # so you can check that your simplification improved the model's fit to the data 

 

model2 <- lm(LNrichness ~ Nsupply + dist, data = richness04) 

# The only difference between model1 and model2 is the lack of an interaction between predictors 

summary(model2) 

 

# We can compare our full model and simplified model to see which one is a better fit 

# to the data 

anova(model1, model2) 

  # Are the two models significantly different in their fit? 

 

# We could further simplify the model because there is no effect of nitrogen treatment, 

# however we probably want to keep it because it was an experimental treatment 

# (thus we are specifically interested in its effect, or lack thereof) 

 

 

## Now let's look at data from all the years of sampling and also take into account the 

 # spatial nesting of the experimental design using a mixed effects model 

 

# Read in the data file for the disturbance and nitrogen addition experiment – 

# "California-vegetation-data-disturbance-allyears.csv"  

  # Make the disturbance column a factor variable 

  # Calculate species richness in each plot in each year, including site, block, 

  # disturbance, and nitrogen treatment (so, you will need to list 6 variables in the 

  # aggregate command) 

  # Make a continuous variable for the nitrogen treatment just like you did in Lab 4; 

  # call it Nsupply 

 

# Look at a histogram of species richness to determine if the data need to be transformed 

  # If necessary, transform the data 

   

# To do a mixed effects model, we need to add a special library to R that contains the 

# commands for it 

  # Install the nlme R package the same way you installed the Hmisc R package for Lab 1 

library(nlme) 

 

# For our full model, we'll consider the effects of nitrogen treatment, disturbance treatment, 

# and year, plus all of their possible interactions 

 

mixedmodel1 <- lme(richness.plot ~ Nsupply * dist * year, random = ~1|site/block/plot/year, data 

= richness, method = "ML") 

  # The random variables represent the spatial nesting of our experimental design, 

  # plus year because the same plots were repeatedly sampled 

  # We use the maximum likelihood method ("ML") so we can compare this full model to 

  # simplified models using the anova command 

 

summary(mixedmodel1) 

  # The output is a bit more complicated, but all you need to focus on is which predictors 

  # have a significant effect and which don't 

 

# Now we'll simplify the model, beginning with the highest-order interactions and working 

# our way down 



  # First we will remove the 3-way interaction between nitrogen treatment, disturbance 

  # treatment, and year 

  # When simplifying statistical models you need to be careful to only remove one parameter 

  # at a time; in this case we removed one interaction 

mixedmodel2 <- lme(richness.plot ~ Nsupply * dist + Nsupply * year + dist * year, random = 

~1|site/block/plot/year, data = richness, method = "ML") 

  summary(mixedmodel2) 

 

# We can further simplify the model by removing the interaction between disturbance treatment 

# and year because it isn't statistically significant 

mixedmodel3 <- lme(richness.plot ~ Nsupply * dist + Nsupply * year, random = 

~1|site/block/plot/year, data = richness, method = "ML") 

  # Note that we could just delete the interaction term because both variables are still 

  # included in the model via their interactions with nitrogen supply 

  summary(mixedmodel3) 

 

# Can the model be further simplified? Write out the formula for mixedmodel4 and run it, 

# making sure that you still have all three predictors included 

  # Obtain the statistical output from mixedmodel4 

 

# Now we can determine whether our model simplification is justified 

# (i.e. is the simplified model a better fit to the data than the full model?) 

anova(mixedmodel1, mixedmodel2, mixedmodel3, mixedmodel4) 

  # Are any of the simplified models significantly different from the fuller model 

  # prior to them? 

  # Which model has the lowest AIC value? 

  # Which model uses the fewest degrees of freedom? 

 

# Once you have determined which statistical model is the best fit (and the one you want to 

# interpret in your write-up), obtain an ANOVA table for your Results 

anova(mixedmodel_)  # Insert the appropriate model number in place of the underscore 

 

# Check the assumptions of the model 

 

plot(mixedmodel_) 

  # Are the residuals randomly scattered? 

  # If so, you can conclude that the equal variance assumption is met 

plot(mixedmodel_, richness.plot ~ fitted(.)) 

  # Does the scatterplot look like it follows a linear relationship? 

  # If so, you can conclude that the linearity assumption is met 

qqnorm(mixedmodel_, ~resid(.)) 

  # Are the errors following the normal distribution? 

  # If so, you can conclude that the normality assumption is met 

 

# You might try using the tapply function to help you interpret your results, especially any 

# interactions that remain significant -- this will show you which treatment combinations 

# have higher or lower mean species richness 

  # You can also produce a graph of species richness to see the differences among treatments 

 

## In your weekly journal, focus only on the mixed effects model analysis 

  # In the Methods, describe the data set enough to explain the need to use a mixed effects 

  # model for analysis, list the predictors and interactions that went into your full 

  # statistical model and the method by which you simplified that model 

    # Include the three diagnostic plots you used to check the assumptions of the statistical 

    # analysis, title them, and explain how they helped you check those assumptions 

  # In the Results, include the ANOVA table for statistical model you chose as the best fit. 

    # In the text, describe the significant results and cite the p-values and your table. 

  # In the Discussion, concisely interpret the results and explain why your results with the 

  # mixed effects model differed from the original multiple linear regression 

    # Also be sure to reflect on at least one learning gain from today's lab activity 


